रे लवे भत बोड
Railway Recruitment Board
जी.सी.एस अ पताल के सामने,
म डल रेल ब धक कायालय के पास, अमदुपरु ा
Opp. GCS Hospital,
Near DRM Office, Amdupura
अहमदाबाद Ahmedabad - 382 345
No. RRB/ADI/E/R&T/01/2018 (ALP & Technicians)

Date:- 16/10/2019

Part Panel of Assistant Loco Pilot (ALP) Cat. No. 2 against CEN No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019 and Aptitude Test on 10/05/2019 and 21/05/2019, followed by Verification of
Documents and medical examination from 20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 105
candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in ascending order horizontally (not in
order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post of Assistant Loco Pilot(ALP), Cat.
No. 2 under CEN 01/2018. Their names alongwith other details have been recommended to
the General Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering
appointment. This is in continuation to part result notified on 18/07/2019 in which result
against UR-86, OBC-33, SC-21 and ST-8 vacancies was kept withheld.
OBC-28, SC-11 and ST-1 candidates earlier empanelled in OBC, SC and ST lists are now
shifted to UR list.
UR-45 (Forty Five) Candidates
161002083900043 201014079370092 221001080010014
221002080010177 221002080390132 221002081580427
221006080020225 221006080380089 221007080010090
221011080010082 221012080390148 221013080020066
221014080020591 221015080050094 221017080040215
221018080050147 221019081330093 221021081330162
221023080390171 221024080040236 221024081580320
221030080010185 231022096920053 301009001580058
391001084510358 391011011180307 391025084490332
Result against UR-01 vacancy is kept withheld
OBC-34 (Thirty Four) Candidates
221002080390180 221002082280024
221007078730011 221007080010154
221014080040212 221014080390040
221020078730017 221021080050019
221025080040199 221027080010005
361006079070981 381025087990236
441016086990035 441018091200098

221003080020378
221011078730075
221016078730079
221021081330125
221033083480547
391009078500196
441027086110085

221001080020184
221004080010189
221008080380055
221013082280020
221018078730162
221022078730104
221025080010214
311004085670751
391029077450039

221002080010028
221004081330238
221008081330156
221014078730152
221018080040095
221023080020024
221029081410234
361016079080079
461001081163167

221004080390231
221011080390002
221016080040082
221021081410209
231029017060101
441001080430366
451004087010182

221006080020221
221012080040016
221018080380091
221023080390070
311015079360038
441011003480028

SC-17 (Seventeen) Candidates
221001081410188 221002080050028 221003080390018 221004078730047 221005078730015
221006080010168 221006080390172 221008080380018 221009080390124 221013078730229
221013080390006 221016080010045 221018080010054 221023080050063 221030081330174
391007084500039 391028084500347
Result against SC-1 vacancy is kept withheld
ST-09 (Nine) Candidates
221003080020213 221004080020031 221004082280217 221014080050159 221015081410161
221019080020421 221019081410020 221020080020308 421007088260463

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Opp. GCS Hospital,
Near DRM Office, Amdupura
अहमदाबाद Ahmedabad - 382 345
No. RRB/ADI/E/R&T/01/2018 (ALP & Technicians)

Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Carriage and Wagon, Cat. No. 25 against CEN No.
01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 5 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in
ascending order horizontally (not in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post
of Technician Grade III Carriage and Wagon, Cat. No. 25 under CEN 01/2018. Their names
alongwith other details have been recommended to the General Manager, Western Railway,
Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering appointment. This is in continuation to
part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result against UR-30, OBC-5, SC-7 and ST-4
vacancies was kept withheld.
OBC-05 (Five) Candidates
301003086050463 301023078720269 391003084490213 441008080441540 441026079460252
No candidate is found suitable against UR, SC & ST withheld vacancies
It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to any
appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to further verification
of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment letters to the candidates
will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad reserves
the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s Website
www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Diesel Electrical, Cat. No. 31 against CEN No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 12 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below
in ascending order horizontally (not in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the
post of Technician Grade III Diesel Electrical, Cat. No. 31 under CEN 01/2018. Their names
alongwith other details have been recommended to the General Manager, Western Railway,
Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering appointment. This is in continuation to
part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result against UR-10, OBC-2 and SC-1 vacancies
was kept withheld.
UR-9 (Nine) Candidates
221012080390166 221016080010098 231001079920626 381023087560434 381027087560319
391001085710075 391006078500101 391013086590051 441011079570085
UR-01 vacancy is kept unfilled due to non-availability of LD-01 candidate
OBC-2 (Two) Candidates
381003088600454 441008066870056
SC-1 (One) Candidate
221022080380347

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Diesel Mechanical, Cat. No. 34 against CEN No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and 08/02/2019,
followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from 20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019,
following 20 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in ascending order horizontally (not
in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post of Technician Grade III Diesel
Mechanical, Cat. No. 34 under CEN 01/2018. Their names alongwith other details have been
recommended to the General Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process
of offering appointment. This is in continuation to part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result
against UR-11, OBC-2, SC-8 and ST-2 vacancies was kept withheld.
OBC-1 and SC-1 candidate earlier empanelled in OBC and SC list are now shifted to UR list.
UR-7 (Seven) Candidates
151026090020127 221005078730020 221008080390026 221012078730013 361024079070791
391026084500160 391030084490024
UR-02 vacancies are offset against non-availability of LD-02 and MD-01 candidates
OBC-3 (Three) Candidates
221024083480198 391011084490197 391016085710093
SC-9 (Nine) Candidates
221001080380064 221004080390011 221005080380219 221005082080109 221010080380047
221011080390141 221016080010142 221022080010100 301002094610110
ST-1 (One) Candidate
221016080010202
ST-01 vacancy is offset against non-availability of LD-02 and MD-01 candidates
It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to any
appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to further verification
of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment letters to the candidates
will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad reserves
the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s Website
www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Electrical / Power, Cat. No. 47 against CEN No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 11 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below
in ascending order horizontally (not in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the
post of Technician Grade III Electrical / Power, Cat. No. 47 under CEN 01/2018. Their
names alongwith other details have been recommended to the General Manager, Western
Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering appointment. This is in
continuation to part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result against UR-9, OBC-5, SC-2
and ST-1 vacancies was kept withheld.
UR-3 (Three) Candidates
221007080380120 391007085710284 391024085710190
UR-06 vacancies are kept unfilled due to non-availability of HI-02, LD-02 and MD-02 candidates
OBC-5 (Five) Candidates
381014087990337 381030087990241 391008086590006 391015084500320 391015086100335
SC-2 (Two) Candidates
301025026750172 391006084510114
ST-1 (One) Candidate
391026086100016

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Electrical / Power (Workshop), Cat. No. 48 against CEN
No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 2 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in
ascending order horizontally (not in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post
of Technician Grade III Electrical / Power (Workshop), Cat. No. 48 under CEN 01/2018. His
name alongwith other details have been recommended to the General Manager, Western
Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering appointment. This is in
continuation to part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result against UR-1 vacancy was
kept withheld.
Roll No. 301023079660090 earlier empanelled in the result dated 16/08/2019 is now shifted
to Cat. 50.
UR-2 (Two) Candidates
421026095770145 441007086990025

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Electrical / Train Lighting, Cat. No. 49 against CEN No.
01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 8 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in
ascending order horizontally (not in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post
of Technician Grade III Electrical / Train Lighting, Cat. No. 49 under CEN 01/2018. Their
names alongwith other details have been recommended to the General Manager, Western
Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering appointment. This is in
continuation to part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result against UR-5, OBC-3, SC-3
and ST-1 vacancies was kept withheld.
UR-1 (One) Candidate
381018088600386
UR-04 vacancies are kept unfilled due to non-availability of HI-01, LD-02 and MD-01 candidates
OBC-3 (Three) Candidates
301014088410174 391007078500137 391012011180025
SC-3 (Three) Candidates
221008083480384 391008011180360 441009079410129
ST-1 (One) Candidate
221001083340187

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Electrical / Train Lighting (Workshop), Cat. No. 50
against CEN No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 3 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in
ascending order horizontally (not in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post
of Technician Grade III Electrical / Train Lighting (Workshop), Cat. No. 50 under CEN
01/2018. Their names alongwith other details have been recommended to the General
Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering
appointment. This is in continuation to part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result
against UR-3 vacancies was kept withheld.
UR-3 (Three) Candidates
151010095160077 301023079660090 421028095770232

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Electrical / TRD (OHE), Cat. No. 52 against CEN No.
01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and 08/02/2019,
followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from 20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019,
following 15 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in ascending order horizontally (not
in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post of Technician Grade III Electrical / TRD
(OHE), Cat. No. 52 under CEN 01/2018. Their names alongwith other details have been
recommended to the General Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process
of offering appointment. This is in continuation to part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result
against UR-4, OBC-7, SC-2 and ST-2 vacancies was kept withheld.

Roll No. 221007080380120 earlier empanelled in the result dated 16/08/2019 is now
shifted to Cat. 47.
UR-4 (Four) Candidates
221012080010092 221014083480876 221023081410136 391024077450060
UR-01 vacancy is kept unfilled due to non-availability of LD-01 candidate
OBC-7 (Seven) Candidates
221017080390066 221029080390165 231028092450277 301010078721177 391011012750224
441012095190034 441023095190211
SC-2 (Two) Candidates
221012078730049 391013092060058
ST-2 (Two) Candidates
221001080020206 451004093380168
It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to any
appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to further verification
of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment letters to the candidates
will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad reserves
the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s Website
www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Part Panel of Technician Grade III Electrical / TRD (PSI), Cat. No. 53 against CEN No.
01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 1 candidate, whose Roll Number is given below, is
provisionally empanelled for the post of Technician Grade III Electrical / TRD (PSI), Cat. No.
53 under CEN 01/2018. His name alongwith other details have been recommended to the
General Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering
appointment. This is in continuation to part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result
against SC-1 and ST-1 vacancies was kept withheld.
ST-1 (One) Candidate
221010082280034
Result against SC-01 vacancy is kept withheld

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Electrical / TRS, Cat. No. 54 against CEN No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and 08/02/2019,
followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from 20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019,
following 17 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in ascending order horizontally (not
in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post of Technician Grade III Electrical / TRS,
Cat. No. 54 under CEN 01/2018. Their names alongwith other details have been recommended to
the General Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering
appointment. This is in continuation to part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result against UR11, OBC-5, SC-3 and ST-2 vacancies was kept withheld.
OBC-1 candidate earlier empanelled in OBC list is now shifted to UR list.
UR-6 (Six) Candidates
221017083480193 221019078730149 221029081330119 361028079890058 381004087560109
381025087560101
UR-04 vacancies are kept unfilled due to non-availability of HI-01, LD-02 and MD-01 candidates
OBC-6 (Six) Candidates
151028086960066 221018080010206 301027013860103 391001078500353 391020077450116
441014079500031
SC-3 (Three) Candidates
221010080380008 301027077590072 391008092060042
ST-2 (Two) Candidates
391001086100251 221005080020430
It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to any
appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to further verification
of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment letters to the candidates
will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad reserves
the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s Website
www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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अहमदाबाद Ahmedabad - 382 345
No. RRB/ADI/E/R&T/01/2018 (ALP & Technicians)

Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Fitter, Cat. No. 59 against CEN No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 2 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in
ascending order horizontally (not in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post
of Technician Grade III Fitter, Cat. No. 59 under CEN 01/2018. Their names alongwith other
details have been recommended to the General Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate,
Mumbai for further process of offering appointment. This is in continuation to part result
notified on 16/08/2019 in which result against UR-17, OBC-5, SC-5 and ST-2 vacancies
was kept withheld.
UR-1 (One) Candidate
221023080390035
OBC-1 (One) Candidate
451030087010358
No candidate is found suitable against SC & ST withheld vacancies

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.

Chairman/RRB/Ahmedabad

रे लवे भत बोड
Railway Recruitment Board
जी.सी.एस अ पताल के सामने,
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Opp. GCS Hospital,
Near DRM Office, Amdupura
अहमदाबाद Ahmedabad - 382 345
No. RRB/ADI/E/R&T/01/2018 (ALP & Technicians)

Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Fitter, Cat. No. 62 against CEN No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 2 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in
ascending order horizontally (not in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post
of Technician Grade III Fitter, Cat. No. 62 under CEN 01/2018. Their names alongwith other
details have been recommended to the General Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate,
Mumbai for further process of offering appointment. This is in continuation to part result
notified on 16/08/2019 in which result against UR-31, OBC-12, SC-1 and ST-4 vacancies
was kept withheld.
OBC-1 (One) Candidate
301017001180077
Result against SC-01 vacancy is kept withheld
No candidate is found suitable against UR, ST & PwBD withheld
vacancies

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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रे लवे भत बोड
Railway Recruitment Board
जी.सी.एस अ पताल के सामने,
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Opp. GCS Hospital,
Near DRM Office, Amdupura
अहमदाबाद Ahmedabad - 382 345
No. RRB/ADI/E/R&T/01/2018 (ALP & Technicians)

Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Fitter (Workshop), Cat. No. 65 against CEN No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 1 candidate, whose Roll Number is given below, is
provisionally empanelled for the post of Technician Grade III Fitter (Workshop), Cat. No. 65
under CEN 01/2018. His name alongwith other details have been recommended to the
General Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering
appointment.
SC-1 (One) Candidate
311029079360199

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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रे लवे भत बोड
Railway Recruitment Board
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No. RRB/ADI/E/R&T/01/2018 (ALP & Technicians)

Date:- 16/10/2019

Part Panel of Technician Grade III Fitter (Workshop), Cat. No. 66 against CEN No.
01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and 08/02/2019,
followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from 20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019,
following 16 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in ascending order horizontally (not
in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post of Technician Grade III Fitter
(Workshop), Cat. No. 66 under CEN 01/2018. Their names alongwith other details have been
recommended to the General Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process
of offering appointment. This is in continuation to part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result
against UR-25, OBC-7, SC-7 and ST-3 vacancies was kept withheld.
UR-6 (Six) Candidates
221017080010169 301009086050001 301026078660173 361004079070171 421030088250194
441007079800001
UR-11 vacancies are kept unfilled due to non-availability of VI-7, HI-01, LD-01 and MD-02 candidates

OBC-7 (Seven) Candidates
151005092860022 261030106370224 301007078660837 301008078720737 391005084510284
441012082130150 441020086990003
SC-3 (Three) Candidates
201028079380162 221008082080043 391005085710434
No candidate is found suitable against ST withheld vacancies
It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to any
appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to further verification
of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment letters to the candidates
will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad reserves
the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s Website
www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Part Panel of Technician Grade III Machinist (Workshop), Cat. No. 84 against CEN No.
01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 1 candidate, whose Roll Number is given below, is
provisionally empanelled for the post of Technician Grade III Machinist (Workshop), Cat.
No. 84 under CEN 01/2018. His name alongwith other details have been recommended to
the General Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering
appointment. This is in continuation to part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result
against UR-10 vacancies was kept withheld.
UR-1 (One) Candidate
441001079800146
UR-1 vacancy is kept unfilled due to non-availability of LD-01 candidate

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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No. RRB/ADI/E/R&T/01/2018 (ALP & Technicians)

Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Multi Skilled Fitter, Cat. No. 104 against CEN No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 3 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in
ascending order horizontally (not in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post
of Technician Grade III Multi Skilled Fitter, Cat. No. 104 under CEN 01/2018. Their names
alongwith other details have been recommended to the General Manager, Western Railway,
Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering appointment. This is in continuation to
part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result against UR-23, OBC-12, SC-4 and ST-4
vacancies was kept withheld.
UR-1 (One) Candidate
381022088600603
UR-4 vacancies are kept unfilled due to non-availability of LD-03 and MD-01 candidates
OBC-1 (One) Candidate
441029004430301
SC-1 (One) Candidate
221011080010003
No candidate is found suitable against ST withheld vacancies
It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to any
appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to further verification
of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment letters to the candidates
will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad reserves
the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s Website
www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Permanent Way, Cat. No. 117 against CEN No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 1 candidate, whose Roll Number is given below, is
provisionally empanelled for the post of Technician Grade III Permanent Way, Cat. No. 117
under CEN 01/2018. His name alongwith other details have been recommended to the
General Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering
appointment.
UR-1 (One) Candidate
221002080020265
No candidate is found suitable against OBC and SC vacancies

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Refrigeration and Air Conditioning, Cat. No. 126 against
CEN No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 4 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in
ascending order horizontally (not in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post
of Technician Grade III Refrigeration and Air Conditioning, Cat. No. 126 under CEN
01/2018. Their names alongwith other details have been recommended to the General
Manager, Western Railway, Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering
appointment. This is in continuation to part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result
against UR-5, OBC-2, SC-1 and ST-1 vacancies was kept withheld.
No candidate is found suitable against UR withheld vacancies
OBC-2 (Two) Candidates
311019026070010 391001094050178
SC-1 (One) Candidate
221014082080135
ST-1 (One) Candidate
221029080020153

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Signal, Cat. No. 134 against CEN No. 01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 27 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below
in ascending order horizontally (not in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the
post of Technician Grade III Signal, Cat. No. 134 under CEN 01/2018. Their names
alongwith other details have been recommended to the General Manager, Western Railway,
Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering appointment. This is in continuation to
part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result against UR-13, OBC-12 and SC-2
vacancies was kept withheld.
UR-13 (Thirteen) Candidates
221005078730047 221009080380216 221012080020116 221016080010165 221018080010114
221025080020087 221027080040041 221033083480676 301028078720887 391002084500536
391008012710035 391016084500568 421014088220054
OBC-12 (Twelve) Candidates
151010092870028 161027095380027 221001078730092 221003080010076 221004078730055
221006080380075 221024081580025 261014079090763 391007011990031 421014088220852
441016066870126 461028081161348
SC-2 (Two) Candidates
221004078730165 221012080010192

It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to
any appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to
further verification of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment
letters to the candidates will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s
Website www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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Date:- 16/10/2019

Panel of Technician Grade III Telecommunication, Cat. No. 136 against CEN No.
01/2018
Based on the performance in 1st stage Computer Based Test (CBT) held from 09/08/2018 to
31/08/2018 and 04/09/2018, 2nd Stage CBT held from 21/01/2019 to 23/01/2019 and
08/02/2019, followed by Verification of Documents and medical examination from
20/06/2019 to 12/07/2019, following 7 candidates, whose Roll Numbers are given below in
ascending order horizontally (not in order of merit), are provisionally empanelled for the post
of Technician Grade III Telecommunication, Cat. No. 136 under CEN 01/2018. Their names
alongwith other details have been recommended to the General Manager, Western Railway,
Churchgate, Mumbai for further process of offering appointment. This is in continuation to
part result notified on 16/08/2019 in which result against UR-4, OBC-2 and SC-1 vacancies
was kept withheld.
UR-4 (Four) Candidates
221004080010080 221010080010199 221022080040001 391003084500079
OBC-2 (Two) Candidates
301024083860017 441011008570023
SC-1 (One) Candidate
171021087470485
It may be noted that merely empanelling a candidate does not in any way entitle him/her to any
appointment in Railways as the empanelment is purely provisional and subject to further verification
of antecedent to be undertaken by the Appointing Authority. Appointment letters to the candidates
will be issued by Western Railway.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, however, RRB Ahmedabad reserves
the right to rectify inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake, if any.
The Result is available at Notice Board of RRB Office as well as on RRB Ahmedabad’s Website
www.rrbahmedabad.gov.in.
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